Final Paper

Well im going to start this by saying im going to miss everyone who was in the class with me.
The class was one of my favorite and best expirences in my short life. I would love to do it again.
I started out thinking that the class was going to be very clumb but I was wrong very wrong.
It was a very good way to learn about the Criminal Justice System.
I learned a lot from everybody in the class.
I learned some real interesting things about the Criminal Justice system that I'm going to take home with me. There should be an Inside/Outside program at every prison. Honestly I feel it would help a bunch of inmates. It would let them know that you don't have to commit a crime to survive there's other ways to live. And you meet people that are just like you in more ways then one. Y'all may not have came from the same
place but yall going to the same
place with alot of people on your
side pushing and helping you along
the way.

I loved this class and feel everyone
should be apart of it in one way
or another. Besides getting my
God graduating this class is one
of my highest points in this class
and my entire prison bid. Even tho
I was one of the youngest in the
class but got respect and gave it
everyone else in the class.
Without this class I wouldn't have met or talked to some of the other inmates in the class like John. I thought he was a mean asshole before I started talking to him and got to know him and his story after that first class he talked and told us about his time in Mansfield and how he seen people hanging theirselves and he made that letter to his mother if let me know that he gets nervous to appel he's a nice guy.
And then there's Prentice. I thought he was just a arrogant chess player and a little obnoxious but he opened up and told us why he was here and that he has problems. Just like everybody else in the class, he told us about his child support problems and how much he owes and how he can't pay cause he locked up and that's bullshit how they ear. Just charge him with that. When they know he's locked up, that's just something I don't understand.
Then there is Brain. I never talked to him at all. When it comes to his opinions about punishment, I do not agree with none of them except the murderers and rapists. Drug dealers and drug addicts should not be giving 10 or 15 to life. They don't make people want the drugs. The people want the drugs they just give them the drugs for a small fee. It's not right but it's life and that's how it will always be with prison or without.
Justin's my dude in here
but I don't agree with him
that everybody didn't learn something
new in the class. I'm sure
everybody learned something
new from in the class and
ey they got to speak their opinions
without getting in troble with the sarge and Sarwar
or Allen so he shouldn't have signed
up if he didn't want to do the work
or he didn't think the class was working
Lamar's the one I learned the most from in the class me and him came from class every week and talked sometimes with a group sometimes. So it me and him but we talked he told me bout his case I told him about my case and we would talk about whatever the class was about me and Lamar bonded the most out the class.
Steve was like everyone's best friend. Laughing and learning at the same time, he was cool with everybody and made us laugh. He always made us laugh and think. So when this class ended and I go home, I'm going to think back to it and laugh about everybody in the class and all the fun we had and all the serious talks we had. Thank you, Cristine for bringing this class here and I hope I see everyone again.